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Today, Google has released some Android 10 distribution numbers. The company has been very quiet over the last year when it comes to data such as this. It looks like Android 10 is on 400 million devices. Over the past year or so, Google has been very quiet when it comes to releasing data on how many devices each
version of Android works. Today, however, the company has finally released some solid data when it comes to Android 10 distribution numbers. In the graph below, you can see for yourself how many devices use Android 10. You'll also be able to see that it has surpassed the adoption speed of Android 9 Pie, Android 8.1
Oreo, and the original Android 8.0 Oreo.Official Android 10 distribution numbersIt's clear idea that Google's various efforts to increase adoption of new versions of Android are working. These efforts include things like Project Treble, Project Mainline, and just puts pressure on Android manufacturers to be better. Thanks to
these efforts, the speed of Android 10 distribution was 28% faster than Android 9 Pie during the first five months of the stable launch of the operating system. Google says Android 10 was on 100 million devices at the time. Related: Google is filming its Android distribution chart without explaining the latest Google reports
on the overall Android device numbers said that there are 2.5 billion active phones, tablets, TVs, media streamers, etc. Although it would be very difficult to give the total percentage with the limited data we have, it is a safe estimate that Android 10 probably works on more than 15% of all Android devices. Once again,
this is an approximate estimate, but it is something we can learn from this data. Since there are far more Android phones than there are other types of devices, it is a safe bet that the percentage of only smartphones out there running Android 10 is higher than that. However, Google does not give us enough information
to even come close to a proper estimate of Android 10 distribution among only phones. The future of Android updatesS the general trend of adoption is just going up, it will be very interesting to see how Android 11 tariffs as far as distribution goes in 2021. Fortunately, Google already has plans in the works on how to
increase adoption. Related: Are Android updates really getting faster? Let's look at the data. At some point soon, Google will require all Android manufacturers to adopt a protocol known as seamless updates. As first reported by XDA developers, this will essentially force OEMs to make it much easier to issue Android
updates with the added bonus of making it safer. This is due to A/B testing and sections that will highlight part of the phone's internal storage for purposes To date, even the mighty Samsung does not support seamless upgrades or A/B testing on their phones. That will change soon though, which will knock another other
down why Android OEM-makers can't be faster and more consistent when it comes to upgrading smartphones to the latest version of Android. In other words, this time next year we're likely to see Android 11 beating Android 10 success right now. Everyone knows the pain of accidentally deleting a file that they didn't
want. This is the moment you realize what you've done! Maybe it was a picture of a happy memory that now you can't survive. Maybe it was an important document that you need to work. Either way, file loss sucks (I was there), but it's part of life in the digital age. That's where Android data recovery comes in! There may
still be a way to get this file back. There may still be a way to get this file back. Depending on the nature of the file, how carefully you deleted it and how lucky you are; There are several recovery techniques that can work for you. Read on and we'll take a look at some of the best methods for getting lost files on
Android.Stop! Read this before you do anything elseIf you're reading this article, there's a good chance it's because you just deleted an important file. Hope you came here first: because before you do anything else, you should read this section! The most important thing to know about Android data recovery is that you
should stop using your phone as soon as possible. This will give you the best chance of getting the file back if it is really lost. When you delete a file, the data doesn't actually disappear at all. All that happens is that Android marks a space where information is stored as empty. This means that you will not be able to find
the file, and this means that Android will treat it as a missing person. It also means that slots that once contained this data, labeled as good for recording, should need new files. It's only when it happens that the data is actually lost and you can't get it back. And that's why it's so important that you stop using your phone
and of course stop taking new photos or installing new apps. In fact, I strongly recommend you actually put your phone in airplane mode: this way you will prevent it from downloading email, WhatsApp photos and updates. I hope you don't have to do that. The first options I'll put with you are actually much easier and
easier. But it was important that I shared this advice with you in the first place to make sure you stand the best chance of getting everything back. Got? Well done! Then let's be with the best options for recovering Android data. Method 1: Check your bin recyclingif Lucky, you won't be deleted files at all! Just like THE
COMPUTER, many Android apps have a trash can, meaning that the files are not completely deleted right away. For example, the Gallery app, which Samsung Phones has such a security network (this can also explain why deleting photos doesn't free up any space on your device!) to check the bin, you'll just need to go
back to the top level on the Picture tab or albums and then tap the menu in the top right direction. This will open a menu that includes the Recycle Bin option. Choose this and you'll be delivered to the folder with all your deleted photos. Other apps also have this option, such as the popular ES File Explorer file manager.
Whichever app you used to delete the file, check carefully to see if it has a trash can! Method 2: Check back up the Google Photos cloud also has a bin that stores photos for 60 days, but it works a little differently: by backing up photos on Google Drive. This means that even if you have completely deleted a photo
through another app, it can still be saved using Google Photos. If you don't see your picture or video here, check out the basket from the burger menu in the top left version. The files will stay here for 60 days. If you are still unlucky, you can try visiting photos.google.com. Check out the basket folder from the burger menu
too. Even if you've deleted photos from the bin in Google Photos, there's still a chance that these changes haven't been reflected in Google Drive - so check it out quickly here, too! Something you may not know about Google Drive you can actually ask him to prepare any folder on your device. Just open the Photos, go
to the settings, and then select folders back up the device. This is a useful preventive measure to avoid losing Android data in the future. Fool me once.... Of course, many other apps such as Gmail will also store files in the cloud by default. Method 3: Getting WhatsApp photosIf this WhatsApp photo that you accidentally
deleted, there are several options to try to get those photos back. First, check the backup that is built into WhatsApp itself. Go to the chats set up by the backup chat. You should see some information telling you when the last backup was executed. If this has happened recently, delete the app and reinstall it in the Play
Store. This will give you the opportunity to restore old chat rooms and media. You'll also see optoin to back up photos on Google Drive, so try looking here too if this option is enabled. But what if you accidentally wrote for the last backup? What if you deleted a photo and then saved a new backup without a photo? Even
then, there is still hope! That's because will actually keep a number of backup files on your device telling him what photos to get from the servers. Use the file browser of your choice and then go to WhatsApp's database. Here you will see a number of files with names like msgstore-2020-01-05.crypt12. Simply find the
latest of them and rename it in msgstore-1997.crypt12 (or whatever). Nwo Nwo Will put off for the second last backup file when you receive the photos! You can also try looking in the WhatsApp media folder to see if your photos are there. Remember: WhatsApp keeps copies of the photos you send as well as the ones
you receive. So if you sent someone a photo but then deleted it from your phone's camera folder, there could still be a copy in the WhatsApp Media folder! Or you can just ask the person you sent it to. You've tried that already though, haven't you? Method 4: Try Android data recovery apps for PCIf none of these steps
worked, then you will need to start trying third-party solutions. Android data recovery apps can sometimes receive data that has actually been lost. This works by looking at where the data has been stored, even if it has been marked as deleted by Android.Data recovery apps are sometimes able to get data that has
actually been lost. It becomes important here that you stop using your phone as much as possible to avoid defamatory data that you are trying to recover. This also means that you are in a bit of catch22 though, seeing how installing a third party data recovery app on your smartphone can actually force you to override the
files that you're trying to save! To prevent this problem, you should always try using the desktop recovery app first. We recommend Recuva as a good place to start. Install this app and the master will take you through a series of steps to try to recover the lost files. This Android data recovery method works a little better
for files that were stored on memory cards versus files that were stored inside. Method 5: Play Store Android Data Recovery AppsIf Recuva doesn't do the job for you, then the next port of call is to try Android data recovery apps installed directly on your device. To be honest, this is unlikely to produce different results.
However, different applications tend to use slightly different methods, so of course can't hurt to try. Method 6: Recover files all from time to time, you can recover the file, only to find that it is damaged beyond recognition. For example, you can save a photo and view only a few of the top lines of the image, or get a video
that doesn't play. If this happens, there are actually services that offer to repair damaged files for you. This may be possible depending on how much of the original file is still in tact (only a slight deviation will make it unreadable by most applications, and it can sometimes be manually corrected). There are also programs
offer the same service, but I recommend you only work with services run by actual human beings. Otherwise, you run the risk of spending a lot of money on a piece of software that ultimately doesn't work for you. I once successfully used a service called MP4Repair.org. They had significantly overpaid, but I was able to
them down a long way. Method 7: Android Data Recovery Service Depending on how desperate and rich you are, another option might be to use the data recovery service. These services offer to recover data from any device using different methods. For example, one company, called OnTrack.com, promises that if data
can be stored on it, we can recover it. These companies should assemble your device in person, and will likely use the combination of strategies listed here, along with the aforementioned file recovery processes. I haven't used any of these companies, but seeing as they only charge, if they rate the file as a recovery, you
have nothing to lose. The only problem is that they are much more expensive than the other options on this list, so you need to think long and hard about whether you really need these files. Method 8: Contact the developer This is something of a long shot, but if your lost files belonged to a game or app that you
downloaded from the Play Store, then you may actually be able to get them back with a little help from the developer! Related: 10 best Android backup apps and other ways to back up Android! This is because developers will manage (or at least have access to) servers that contain cloud backups of files. Not only that,
but they may also be aware of some hidden backups of their apps to make by default. Either way, there's a small chance that they'll be able to get lost files from your account, or provide guidance to help you do it yourself. Or they'll just think you're crazy. But you can probably live with that! Closing comments and a word
of caution Is not an guarantee that you can get lost Android files. With a bit of luck and determination though, there's at least a reasonable chance. There is never a guarantee that you can get lost Android files. But I washed up with the word of caution: losing files is an extremely frustrating and emotional experience.
When we are frustrated and emotional, we can sometimes make rash decisions and do things that we usually wouldn't. So, if you're thinking about spending hundreds of dollars on restoring software files that probably won't work, or if you've already spent hours trying to recover work that only took you half an hour to
create in the first place; maybe it's time to get some perspective. Any work you try to recreate will come faster (and probably better) a second time. And you'll still have memories to help make your makeup photos that you may have lost. Just don't let yourself down. mind because of it. Read next: How to back up your
Android phone that said, I sincerely hope that one of these Android data recovery methods works for you and that you will be able to get your files back in one piece. Piece. Piece.
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